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Iceland, one of the most thoroughly investigated hotspots1–3, is
generally accepted to be the manifestation of an upwelling mantle
plume4. Yet whether the plume originates from the lower mantle
or from a convective instability at a thermal boundary layer
between the upper and lower mantle near 660 km depth5,6 remains
unconstrained. Tomographic inversions of body-wave delay times
show that low seismic velocities extend to at least 400 km depth
beneath central Iceland7,8, but cannot resolve structure at greater
depth. Here we report lateral variations in the depths of compressional-to-shear wave conversions at the two seismic discontinuities marking the top and bottom of the mantle transition zone
beneath Iceland. We find that the transition zone is 20 km thinner
than in the average Earth9 beneath central and southern Iceland,
but is of normal thickness beneath surrounding areas, a result
indicative of a hot and narrow plume originating from the lower
mantle.
Observational constraints on the deep structure of plumes are
sparse, with only one report of the detection of a narrow plume
conduit at a depth of ,700 km (ref. 10). A new approach to address
the question of the depth of origin of mantle plumes is to map the
mantle seismic discontinuities near 410 and 660 km depth, features
that have been identified with the transitions from the a-phase to

the b-phase of (Mg,Fe)2SiO4 and from g-(Mg,Fe)2SiO4 to perovskite plus magnesiowustite11, respectively. The depths to the 410and 660-km discontinuities respectively increase and decrease with
increasing temperature, and thus provide information on lateral
temperature variations and associated mantle circulation patterns.
As sketched in Fig. 1, lateral variations in the discontinuity depths
can be diagnostic of the depth of origin of mantle plumes.
The data used here are receiver functions12 derived from bodywave records of teleseimic earthquakes from the broadband ICEMELT seismic network13 and the permanent Global Seismographic
Network (GSN) station BORG on Iceland (Fig. 2). The calculation
of receiver functions follows procedures previously described14.
To image lateral variations in seismic discontinuities, we use
geographical binning of receiver functions15. At a given binning
depth beneath Iceland and the surrounding area, we divide the
horizontal plane into overlapping square patches (200 3 200 km,
Fig. 2), comparable in dimension to the Fresnel zone of a P660s
phase (Pds denotes a P-to-S conversion at depth d) of frequency
0.1–0.3 Hz at the conversion depth. Each patch overlaps two-thirds
of its area with adjacent patches. For every 10-km increment in
binning depth from the surface to 1,200 km, receiver functions
having Pds paths that pierce the same patch are gathered (Fig. 2),
corrected for moveout to a reference ray parameter of 0.0573 s km−1
(ref. 14), and stacked using an nth-root method16 (n ¼ 2) in the
time window corresponding to the given binning depth interval.
The stacked receiver functions clearly reveal arrivals corresponding to the 410- and 660-km discontinuities (Fig. 3). There is no
evidence for a coherent P-to-S conversion from near 520 km
depth17. North of Iceland, variations in P410s and P660s times are
positively correlated and comparable in magnitude (Fig. 3b). Such a
positive correlation reflects velocity heterogeneities shallower than
the 410-km discontinuity because of the nearly identical paths of
P660s and P410s over that depth interval. P660s-P410s differential
times, which provide information on the thickness of the transition
zone, are not sensitive to heterogeneities shallower than the 410-km
discontinuity and are similar to that predicted by the iasp91 global
model9 (Fig. 3b). The positive correlation between P410s and P660s
times breaks down beneath central and southern Iceland (Figs 3c

Figure 1 Variations in the depths of the 410- and 660-km phase boundaries can
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Figure 2 The geometry of our experiment. Shown are the locations of the piercing
points of P660s ray paths at the 660-km discontinuity (crosses) and the P660s ray
paths (lines) from the central patch (grey square) to the ICEMELT seismic stations
and the GSN station BORG (dots). The Icelandic coast and the Reykjanes and
Kolbeinsey ridges are represented by regional bathymetry at 1-km contours. A
total of 1,560 pairs of radial and transverse receiver functions sample the
discontinuity.
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Figure 3 Images of P410s and P660s in stacked receiver functions and P660sP410s differential times indicate an anomalously thin transition zone beneath
central and southern Iceland. a, Locations of the profiles of receiver function
stacks. b, The left-hand and middle panels display relative amplitudes of receiver
function stacks along an east–west profile north of Iceland. Red and yellow
colours represent positive and relatively higher-amplitude arrivals. We note that
the nth-root stacking16 amplifies weak signals in noisy data, but does not preserve
amplitudes and waveforms. The vertical axis is the time after the compressional
wave (P) arrival. Receiver functions are uncorrected (left panel) or have been
corrected (middle panel) for the splitting of the converted phases and velocity
NATURE | VOL 395 | 3 SEPTEMBER 1998

heterogeneity in the upper 400 km. P660s-P410s differential times (right panel) are
similar to that predicted for the iasp91 global model9 (23.9 s, blue horizontal line)
for both corrected (red circles) and uncorrected (black circles) receiver functions.
The P410s and P660s times, the differential times, and their 1j errors are
estimated using a bootstrap method30. The relative amplitudes of identified
P410s and P660s phases are greater than twice the levels of similarly processed
and stacked records of noise immediately before the corresponding P arrivals. A
1-s change in differential time is equivalent to about a 10-km change in the
transition zone thickness. c, An east–west profile through central Iceland. d, A
north–south profile through central Iceland.
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and d), where observed P660s-P410s differential times are less than
that predicted by iasp91 by as much as 2.2 s. We applied corrections
for velocity heterogeneity in the upper 400 km using P and S
tomographic models8 and for Pds shear-wave splitting using the
results from SKS splitting analysis18. Station terms in the tomographic models8 are incorporated, under the assumption that they
reflect a uniform contribution from the upper 100 km. These
corrections do not change the general pattern of differential times
and only partially remove the effects of velocity heterogeneity
(Fig. 3b), because the tomographic inversions underestimate the
magnitude of the velocity anomalies8. Stacks of randomly selected
receiver functions (see Supplementary Information) show significantly less coherence for the converted phases than the correctly
binned stacks, indicating that the observed discontinuity structure
is real.
The mantle transition-zone thickness beneath central and southern Iceland implied by the P660s-P410s differential times is less than
beneath surrounding areas by ,20 km. The location and east–west
dimension (400 km) of the region of the thinner (and therefore
hotter than normal) transition zone (Fig. 4) are generally consistent
with the location and diameter of the low-velocity anomalies at
300 km depth imaged in the tomographic models8. The mantle
transition-zone thickness beneath the areas surrounding central
and southern Iceland is comparable to that of the iasp91 model9.
Observations of long-period SS precursors17 indicate that the
mantle transition zone in most oceanic areas is unlikely to be
significantly thicker than in iasp91. This inference provides a basis
for a discussion of the depth of origin of the Iceland plume.
The combination of a thinner transition zone beneath central and
southern Iceland and a normal transition zone beneath surrounding
areas is contrary to models in which the plume originates from an
instability in a boundary layer at the base of the upper mantle as a
result of regional heating from below19,20 (Fig. 1c). Numerical and
experimental studies have shown that the horizontal extent of the
portion of the boundary layer supplying the thermal and mass flux
at a plume is much greater than the diameter of the plume conduit21;
in particular, the area of a conductive boundary layer 50–100 km
thick supplying the plume would have to be 1,000–2,000 km in
horizontal extent to match the excess heat flux at Iceland22. A broad

Figure 4 Map view of differences between the observed P660s-P410s differential
times and the value predicted for the iasp91 model9 underscores the localized
nature of the anomaly. Receiver functions have not been corrected for shearwave splitting or velocity heterogeneity in the upper 400 km; such corrections do
not change the general pattern of differential times (Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Information). Red and yellow colours indicate significantly smaller differential
times (thinner mantle transition zone) than in iasp91, while blue colours denote
normal or somewhat greater differential times (normal or slightly thicker mantle
transition zone). The images have been smoothed by a two-dimensional, fivepoint moving average. The dashed grey lines delineate Icelandic neovolcanic
zones and the axis of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
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boundary-layer instability (Fig. 1c) having an excess temperature
of 150–200 K (ref. 2) would reduce the depth of the 660-km
discontinuity and the transition-zone thickness by 8–10 km (0.8–
1.0 s differential P660s-P410s time) over a broad region, inconsistent with the normal transition-zone thickness observed beneath
the areas surrounding central and southern Iceland.
The thinner transition zone appears to be circular within the
mapped area and does not follow the geometry of the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge (Fig. 4). This pattern suggests that a thinner transition zone is
not a general feature of mid-ocean ridges. In support of this
observation, receiver functions from sea-floor seismic stations on
the southern East Pacific Rise23 show that the average thickness of
the underlying mantle transition zone is comparable to iasp91.
Precursors to SS waves reflected beneath the northern East Pacific
Rise show no significant difference between the transition-zone
discontinuity depths beneath sea floor younger than 10 Myr and
those beneath older sea floor24. Although the transition-zone
thickness beneath the area southeast of Iceland remains to be
mapped and we cannot fully rule out the possibility of a larger,
regional anomaly, the fact that the thinner transition zone underlies
the column of low seismic velocities in the tomographic models8
and does not follow the ridge geometry suggests that the thinner
transition zone is associated with the Iceland mantle plume.
Several lines of evidence, including tomographic images of
subducting slabs penetrating the lower mantle in some areas25 and
the localized depression of the 660-km discontinuity beneath
subduction zones26,27, argue against a global thermal boundary
layer above the 660-km discontinuity. Under two-layer mantle
convection models, upwelling beneath spreading ridges would
entrain anomalously hot material from such a boundary layer28
and result in a deeper than normal 410-km discontinuity and a
thinner than normal transition zone in the upwelling column,
contrary to a normal mantle transition-zone thickness beneath
most ridges. For strongly layered mantle convection models in
which the depth of the 660-km discontinuity is nearly constant5,19
(Fig. 1b), the low seismic velocities in the upper 400 km (ref. 8) and
the thin and anomalously hot mantle transition zone beneath
central and southern Iceland would result in greater delays to
P660s arrivals in those areas; this is contrary to observations that
P660s times beneath central and southern Iceland are less than
beneath adjacent areas, except near the eastern and northern edges
of the mapped region (Fig. 3c and d) where relatively greater average
upper-mantle velocities appear to be present along the paths of the
converted phases. Although the imaged discontinuity topography is
affected either by no correction or by an undercorrection for
velocity heterogeneity, corrections using seismic models with a
narrower mantle plume and a larger velocity anomaly8 —and
including delays expected from higher than normal temperatures
within the portion of the plume in the transition zone beneath
central and southern Iceland (,0.2 s per 100 K excess temperature)—would only further shoal the apparent depth of the 660-km
discontinuity and reduce the transition-zone thickness beneath
central and southern Iceland.
Our observations are therefore most consistent with a lowermantle origin for the Iceland plume (Fig. 1a). The variation in the
depth to the 660-km discontinuity beneath Iceland is also consistent
with our premise that the observed discontinuity corresponds to a
mineralogical phase boundary, rather than a chemical boundary,
because a chemically stratified boundary between the upper and
lower mantle would be deflected by as much as several hundred
kilometres by an upwelling plume19,20 from the lower mantle. For
Clapeyron slopes of 2.9 and −2.1 MPa K−1 for the 410- and 660-km
discontinuities29, respectively, the reduction of the transition-zone
thickness by ,20 km beneath central and southern Iceland is
equivalent to an excess temperature of 150 K, a result in good
agreement with estimates of the thermal anomaly at the depth of
melt generation (,200 km)2. The inferred excess temperature
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(150 K) and radius of the plume (200 km) should be regarded as
lower and upper bounds, respectively, because the finite sizes of
both the Fresnel zones of the converted phases and the patches
used for stacking tend to smooth lateral variations in discontinuity depths (see Supplementary Information). These values
nonetheless provide strong support for models of a hot and
narrow plume penetrating the mantle transition zone beneath
Iceland, and are similarly strong evidence against models in which
the plume is broader (radius . 300 km) and has less excess temM
perature (DT < 70 K)3.
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It is generally considered1 that sulphur reduction was one of the
earliest forms of microbial respiration, because the known microorganisms that are most closely related to the last common
ancestor of modern life are primarily anaerobic, sulphur-reducing
hyperthermophiles2–4. However, geochemical evidence indicates
that Fe(III) is more likely than sulphur to have been the first
external electron acceptor of global significance in microbial
metabolism5–7. Here we show that Archaea and Bacteria that are
most closely related to the last common ancestor can reduce Fe(III)
to Fe(II) and conserve energy to support growth from this
respiration. Surprisingly, even Thermotoga maritima, previously
considered to have only a fermentative metabolism, could grow as
a respiratory organism when Fe(III) was provided as an electron
acceptor. These results provide microbiological evidence that
Fe(III) reduction could have been an important process on early
Earth and suggest that microorganisms might contribute to Fe(III)
reduction in modern hot biospheres. Furthermore, our discovery
that hyperthermophiles that had previously been thought to
require sulphur for cultivation can instead be grown without
the production of toxic and corrosive sulphide, should aid
biochemical investigations of these poorly understood organisms.
Our understanding of the geochemical conditions at the time
when respiratory systems were first evolving suggests that the
number of potential electron acceptors for microbial respiration
was much more limited than at present. Important modern electron
acceptors such as oxygen, nitrate and sulphate are unlikely to have
been present in quantities sufficient to support globally significant
rates of respiration8,9. However, Fe(III), derived from photochemical
oxidation of Fe(II) in Archaean seas and from hydrothermal vent
fluids, is thought to have been abundant on early Earth5–7,10. To
examine whether Fe(III) reduction might have been a metabolic
feature of ancient anaerobic microorganisms, various hyperthermophilic microorganisms were screened for their capacity for Fe(III)
reduction. The rationale for this was that geochemical and microbiological evidence indicates that early life might have evolved in or
near hydrothermal zones and thus extant hyperthermophilic microorganisms that are most closely related to the last common ancestor
(LCA) may serve as models for early forms of microbial
respiration2,5,11,12. Although a capacity for Fe(III) reduction has
been found in a variety of microorganisms, including some moderate thermophiles13–18, none of these is closely related to the LCA.
Furthermore, the phylogenetic placement of these organisms in
small, discrete groups does not provide convincing evidence for
Fe(III) being an early metabolic characteristic13.
All of the hyperthermophiles were found to reduce Fe(III) (Fig. 1).
In each case, Fe(III) reduction was enzymatic as there was no Fe(III)
reduction in controls without cells, or when cells were incubated at
35 8C, a temperature too low for hyperthermophilic enzymatic activity.
The capacity for Fe(III) reduction was constitutive, as these organisms
reduced Fe(III) even though they had been grown with other
electron acceptors. This is similar to mesophilic Fe(III)-reducing
bacteria, which also constitutively produce Fe(III) reductase when
grown anaerobically with electron acceptors other than Fe(III)14.
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